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ABSTRACT

There is a requirement for better integration between design and analysis tools, which is difficult
due to their different objectives, separate data representations and workflows. Currently, substan-
tial effort is required to produce a suitable analysis model from design geometry. Robust links
are required between these different representations to enable analysis attributes to be transferred
between different design and analysis packages for models at various levels of fidelity.

This paper describes a novel approach for integrating design and analysis models by identifying
and managing the relationships between the different representations. Three key technologies, Cellu-
lar Modeling, Virtual Topology and Equivalencing, have been employed to achieve effective simulation
model management. These technologies and their implementation are discussed in detail. Prototype
automated tools are introduced demonstrating how multiple simulation models can be linked and
maintained to facilitate seamless integration throughout the design cycle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pressure to design cost effective, superior products
in less time has resulted in the increasing use of
computational engineering analysis throughout prod-
uct development cycles. An effective design pro-
cess therefore requires seamless integration between
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) tools, as design decisions based on
analysis results drive the design process. Many anal-
ysis iterations are used to provide optimal design
decisions requiring frequent transfer between differ-
ent packages. One fundamental issue regarding seam-
less CAD – CAE integration is the difference between
design and analysis geometries. Fully featured man-
ufacturing detailed models are used for design and
simplified versions of the design model are required
for different types of analysis, at different stages of
the design cycle.

The processing of geometric models for compu-
tational analysis requires bi-directional links between
the different geometric and analysis models in order
to completely integrate the component representa-
tions in the CAD and CAE tools [1]. In the CAD-centric
process, detailed CAD models containing many spe-
cific geometric features required for assembly; manu-
facturing etc. must be simplified to create affordable

analysis models. Idealization involves approximating
certain regions of a model with lower detail in order
to create analysis models that are more computa-
tionally efficient [2]. Thakur et al. [19] surveys the
multiple research efforts focusing on automated CAD
model simplification to generate the desired simpli-
fied analysis geometry, but most of these techniques
do not create the necessary associativity between the
different representations.

There are many commercial and in-house design
and analysis packages available to engineers. Organi-
zations often use specialist functionality from a vari-
ety of packages to achieve the best possible solution
to complex problems. The use of different packages
results in multiple simulation models for the same
part, with no robust link between them. Addition-
ally, issues like tolerance mismatches, loss of feature
information, along with varying underlying represen-
tations between packages can result in loss of model
integrity. These problems are enhanced in large col-
laborative projects with multiple partners interacting
at various stages of the design cycle, analyzing dif-
ferent physics domains, with models at various levels
of detail and abstraction. Therefore, seamless integra-
tion must not only overcome the differences between
design and analysis geometry representations but
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also the problems introduced through the use of
different CAD and CAE tools.

Several attempts have been made to achieve CAD-
CAE integration. Sypkens Smit and Bronsvoort [18]
discuss the integration of an analysis view as part
of multiple-view feature modeling. Lee [10] describes
the use of a single non-manifold master model to
store all form features along with their appropriate
idealizations allowing models to be created at vari-
ous levels of detail and abstraction. Shephard et al.
[17] describes a simulation model manager to con-
struct analysis models, without actually linking the
models. Gujarathi and Ma [8] introduced a common
data model (CDM) as a way to integrate CAD and CAE
models at a parametric level.

While each approach makes an important contri-
bution, these approaches do not provide a generic
solution able to utilize design or analysis geometry
at any stage of a CAD or CAE centric design process,
whilst still providing the bi-directional associativity
necessary for successful CAD-CAE integration. In this
work the associativity between all model representa-
tions is stored, maintained and re-used in a robust
manner, allowing simulation models to be re-built
without compromising the integrity of a model. It
is demonstrated how three core technologies named
Cellular Modeling, Virtual Topology and Equivalenc-
ing are used to manage and manipulate the topology
of geometric design and analysis models in a coher-
ent, integrated fashion, independent of underlying
CAD or CAE systems.

2. THREE CORE TECHNOLOGIES FOR
SIMULATION MANAGEMENT

2.1. Cellular Modeling

Cellular representations are non-manifold geometric
representations of both positive and negative spatial
regions [4]. In manifold representations any point on
the boundary of a solid region has a neighborhood
homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional disk [20]. Geomet-
ric regions that are not manifold are referred to as
non-manifold. For example, in a manifold representa-
tion a face can only bound one body and an edge can
bound a maximum of two faces. In a non-manifold
representation a face can bound two solid regions and
an edge may bound any number of faces. A merged

set [7], which is similar to a cellular model, is used to
store the single boundary representation of all prim-
itives. The merged set contains a description of all
primitives, their interactions and information specify-
ing the origin of entities in relation to the topological
entities of the original primitives.

Here the concept of Cellular Modeling is expanded
upon, with the entire design space being partitioned
into cells of specific analysis significance. The non-
manifold cellular model consists of both structural
and fluid cells, Fig. 1 (a). For example, cells may
be created to allow different analysis attributes (e.g.
meshing styles) to be applied to different regions, or
for defeaturing purposes cells could represent fea-
tures essential for design but superfluous for all but
the most detailed analysis. Cells can be utilized dif-
ferently in different analyses. For example, consider a
cellular model consisting of a cell representing a small
“hole” in a body, Fig. 1 (b). In a preliminary global
structural analysis it may be appropriate to consider
the cell as solid material. Merging this cell with its
adjacent structural cells means that the finite element
mesh does not have to respect the small feature. In
a fluid analysis it may be essential to consider the
same cell as fluid and merge it with its adjacent fluid
domain.

In this work it is demonstrated how queries on
the topology of a non-manifold cellular model can
be used to identify interfaces between interacting
cells. Every cell in the cellular decomposition contains
information about its originating cells. The interface
and individual cell information can be used to link
multiple analysis models with the design model.

2.2. Virtual Topology

Due to the difference in requirements between design
and analysis models, it is often necessary to modify
the design model in order to produce suitable analysis
models. Sometimes additional topology is required,
either to identify the subset of a face where load-
ing is to be applied, or for applying contact between
two parts. In other circumstances analysis models
can be created by removing features that are not of
interest for a particular analysis. For example, sliver
faces or design features like fillets and chamfers may
have no effect on the analysis of interest, but may

Fig. 1: (a) Cellular model with structural (dark) and fluid (light) cells, (b) Subtractive cell considered fluid or
structural depending on the application, (c) Meshing a sliver face.
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increase the number of nodes in the analysis mesh,
and decrease its efficiency. Direct modification of a
model to remove such features is a complicated pro-
cedure, which can produce many undesirable results
and break the ties with the original model [3]. The
user interaction required to directly modify the CAD
geometry counteracts the desired automation of the
analysis process. The level of success is also heavily
dependent on the scale of change and the skill of the
engineer implementing it.

Sheffer et al. [16] introduced the concept of Virtual
Topology to remove the need for direct geometry edit-
ing. Virtual Topology makes use of real topological
entities to create virtual entities required for analysis
purposes. Virtual superset entities reference multiple
entities that are merged together, while virtual sub-
sets reference a section of an entity that has been
split into multiple parts. In this work virtual subsets
and supersets are used to create multiple representa-
tions from the same cellular model without affecting
the underlying CAD geometry. Virtual entities can still
reference the original geometry.

Mesh generation is one application for Virtual
Topology. When generating a mesh on a model, nodes
are distributed along all of the bounding entities in
the model. If some of the bounding faces in the model
are small (so-called sliver faces Fig. 1 (c) (i)) in compar-
ison to the target element size, the mesh must respect
the sliver face, creating elements which can be poor
quality and inefficient in the analysis, Fig. 1 (c) (ii),
where the element nodes for the sliver face are in red.
One solution is to merge sliver faces with adjacent
larger faces creating superset entities, Fig. 1 (c) (iii).
When merging two entities using Virtual Topology,
the common edge is effectively ignored (red dashed
line Fig. 1 (c) (iii)), therefore nodes are not placed
on the common edge between the two faces, or its
bounding vertices, and poor mesh quality is avoided.

Some CAE packages already have Virtual Topology
capabilities. The issue is that existing CAE packages
make Virtual Topology decisions internally, and do
not report the details of the operation to the user.
In this work Virtual Topology is recorded in an open,
transparent way, allowing it to be used by the analyst

and be available from multiple packages. This capa-
bility allows design and analysis models to be linked
to one another and use the same Virtual Topology,
without the constraint of the analysis details having
to conform to the original CAD model topology.

2.3. Equivalencing

Throughout the design evolution many different rep-
resentations of the same object are required for
different applications. For the example in Fig. 2 it
is shown how a given cell in a model may be rep-
resented as a 3D cell, 3D cell with small features
suppressed, 3D mesh or mesh of 2D shell elements
with a thickness attribute. Here these representations
are considered equivalent as they all represent the
same cell.

Different types of equivalencing are required to
successfully link the different models that may be
used during the design cycle. One example is equiv-
alencing an idealized simulation model to its more
detailed representation. This equivalencing informa-
tion can then be exploited for different purposes,
like mapping results from an efficient dimensionally
reduced analysis back to the detailed geometry.

Other forms of equivalencing include linking a
non-manifold model to its equivalent manifold repre-
sentation. Non-manifold entities can be equivalent to
multiple manifold entities, requiring the relationship
to be created and maintained between the different
entities. In this work Virtual Topology is viewed as
a form of equivalencing, where entities created using
virtual supersets and subsets are linked to their equiv-
alent entities in another representation. Equivalence
relationships are not well defined, or are not defined
at all, in current CAD/CAE packages. Equivalencing
is required to maintain consistent models at differ-
ent levels of detail and dimensionality in different
software packages.

3. SIMULATION MODEL MANAGEMENT

The integration of design and analysis models is a
challenge. Analysts use a number of specialist tools

Fig. 2: Equivalent representations: (a) Detailed design representation, (b) Abstract analysis model, (c) 3D solid
mesh on abstract model, (d) 2D shell mesh applied to mid-surface.
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Name Attributes

System Typical Task Non-manifold Body Topology Accuracy (mm)

Siemens NX Design/Analysis No Yes Yes 10−8

CADFix Decomposition / Geometry repair Yes Yes Yes 10−12

Parasolid Interrogation Yes Yes Yes 10−8

Abaqus Mesh Generation Yes Yes No 10−6

Tab. 1: Attributes of the design and simulation tools used to demonstrate simulation integration.

Fig. 3: (a) Decomposed cellular model, (b) Automatic imprinting by Boolean Union operation.

from different vendors for different tasks during
the creation and processing of an analysis model. A
summary of some key aspects of a number of com-
mercially available design and analysis tools used
in this work is shown in Tab. 1. Each tool is used
for a specific task in the examples presented in this
section. Whilst packages like Siemens NX contain
design and analysis tools within one environment
the underling architectures of these tools may be
different.

Whilst the procedures described in this work can
be used with any CAD and CAE tools, the simplified
analysis model used for demonstration in this work
was created by a CAD model simplification tool used
to automatically decompose a design model into thin-
sheet and long-slender cells which can be efficiently
meshed [11,13]. The decomposed model of a section
of an aero engine casing is shown in Fig. 3 (a). It
consists of multiple cells, each of which can be uti-
lized for different analysis types and therefore has
specific analysis significance. The original model is
referred to as the parent of the decomposed cells.
Name attributes assigned to decomposed cells during
the decomposition process define the parent entity
and simulation significance of a cell. For the exam-
ple in Fig. 3 (a), one manifold body has the tag
‘CASING_2D2’. Its parent entity is ‘CASING’, which is
the name of the original cell. Its shape type is ‘2D’
which signifies that it is a thin-sheet region which
the decomposition tool has identified as suitable for
idealization as a mid-surface shell model for analysis
purposes.

The main focus of the approach is to use the three
core technologies in Section 2 to automatically link
the various geometric representations required for
design and analysis in different packages. In order
to successfully achieve this goal a flexible integrated
data structure has been proposed. All detailed and
abstract versions of the same model can reside within
this data structure, allowing links to be identified and
used to transfer analysis attributes between differ-
ent models. Automated prototype tools have been
developed to demonstrate how the proposed data
structure manages the information required to link
models at various levels of abstraction. The data
structure and tools interact with multiple CAD and
CAE tools (Parasolid, Siemens NX, Abaqus and CAD-
Fix) maintaining consistency between different model
representations. By way of example, the decomposed
model described above is used to demonstrate how
this approach can be used at any stage of a design
process to link the decomposed analysis model and
its attributes to the original design model and other
analysis models. It also lends itself to demonstrat-
ing multi-dimensional aspects, as the same model is
also suitable for automated dimensional reduction
and meshing [12].

3.1. Non-manifold Cellular Model

The process begins with a design model that has been
partitioned into an assembly of bodies with specific
analysis significance. It is then necessary to convert
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this manifold assembly to a non-manifold cellular rep-
resentation. This model can then be used to identify
interfaces between different interacting cells.

During the creation of the cellular model the entire
design space is partitioned in order to also create
fluid domains where no structural components exist.
The bounds of a model’s design space are used to
split the infinite void region of the model, creat-
ing manifold bodies representing the fluid domains.
Once all manifold bodies have been created Parasolid
Boolean union operations are used to convert the
manifold assembly to its non-manifold cellular rep-
resentation. One manifold body is arbitrarily selected
as the target body with the remaining manifold bod-
ies provided as the tool bodies. The first step of the
process imprints the target and tool bodies onto one
another. After the imprinting a single non-manifold
body is created by combining the face sets from
all target and tools bodies. Faces coincident to two
manifold bodies in the manifold assembly are now
represented by a single non-manifold face shared by
two cells in the non-manifold model. The bounding
entities (edges and vertices) of the coincident faces
are also merged so they are shared by the adjacent
cells. Adjacencies in the non-manifold representation
are identified by finding two or more cells which share
the same bounding entity. The resulting non-manifold
representation consists of a single non-manifold body
comprised of multiple adjacent cells representing
structural and fluid regions.

Due to the differences between the manifold and
non-manifold representations, the position and iden-
tity of cells is transferred between the representations
to ensure valid models are created. Cells in the non-
manifold model are related to their equivalent mani-
fold body. Applying the name attribute of a manifold
body to its solid region in the manifold representation
enables the cell to be identified in the non-manifold
representation. Assigning instance transformations
to bodies in the manifold assembly enables cells in the
non-manifold model to retain their correct assembled
position.

The non-manifold Boolean Union automatically
imprints faces in proximity to one another. This
allows boundary conditions to be applied to
imprinted faces. These imprinted faces are complete
descriptions of interfaces between interacting cells.
One application might be applying contact conditions
between the nut, washer and flange cells shown in
Fig. 3 (b). As a result of the imprinting a hexago-
nal face exists on the washer which can be used for
such an application. Ordinarily, these imprints would
be created manually by the analyst, which is a time
consuming process.

Assembly models of multiple parts can be treated
as a non-manifold model. In this case the sub-regions
of all the parts in the model will be represented by
individual non-manifold cells, with the relationship
between the cells and the original part models stored.

There are some implementation issues with this step
which have been discovered and are detailed in the
discussion.

The non-manifold cellular model is used to inte-
grate the various analysis representations with the
original design model. This is achieved by extract-
ing the non-manifold topology from the CAD / CAE
environment and storing it in a relational database.
Topological adjacencies in the non-manifold model
can then be identified and used to transfer analy-
sis attributes between simulation models at different
levels of detail.

3.2. The Data Structure

In this work a relational database is used to store
the topological connectivity information of the non-
manifold cellular decomposition, Fig. 3 (a). A rela-
tional database stores data in relations, with each
relation consisting of certain number of attributes
[6]. Its advantages are the ease with which bespoke
queries can be used to retrieve associations between
different representations of the model, and that it
is CAD / CAE package independent. The need for a
simple data structure that can be used to integrate
CAD models for simulation needs was recognized by
Hoffman and Joan-Arinyo [9]. While neutral CAD for-
mats are available for transferring CAD models, a
similar robust neutral format is unavailable for CAE
models. The database discussed here is not being
proposed as an alternative to existing complex data
structures used to represent geometric models [14],
but for managing equivalent representations required
between design and analysis domains. The database
presented here is capable of maintaining a complete
set of topological adjacencies.

3.2.1. Extracting the non-manifold cellular topology

The boundary representation (B-rep) of a CAD model
describes the connectivity between all topological
entities. Every topological entity in a model is related
to a corresponding geometric entity. Therefore, stor-
ing the topology of a model effectively stores the link
to geometric entities as well. Due to underlying archi-
tectures topological entities differ between packages.
For example, Parasolid uses topological entities called
fins to represent the use of an edge by a face, while
the ACIS modeling kernel (the underlying kernel for
Abaqus) uses topological entities called co-edges for
a similar purpose. Fins and co-edges allow an edge
to bound more than two faces, enabling non-manifold
conditions to be successfully represented. Such enti-
ties do not exist in a manifold modeling environment.
This approach stores only the main topological enti-
ties which are required to represent a model and
are common to the different packages i.e. vertices,
edges, faces and 3D cells (may be referred to as
bodies/regions or lumps in different environments).
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Label Dimension Identifier

1 3 (x, y, z)
2 3 (x, y, z)
3 2 (x, y, z)
4 1 (x, y, z)

Entity Bound Entity RelOr

1 3 +1
2 3 −1

Entity Entity Name

1 CASING−2D2
2 CASING−1D3
3 CASING−2D2−3
3 CASING−1D3−3
4 CASING−2D2−4

Tab. 2. Sample Relations: (a) Entity relation, (b) Topology relation, (c) Manifold relation.

These main topological entities along with their
relative orientations to their bounded entities are
sufficient to allow the adjacencies to be found in man-
ifold or non-manifold representations. This work uses
these adjacencies to locate interfaces between inter-
acting non-manifold cells in order to link design and
analysis models. If the need arose, these adjacencies
could also be used to identify application specific enti-
ties like fins and co-edges. This ensures this approach
is independent of the packages used.

Once the non-manifold topology has been created
its topology is extracted and stored in the database.
Standard data structure queries are used to auto-
matically extract the connectivity information for all
topological entities in the non-manifold model. Only
the method of extracting the topological information
from each package differs.

Each entity in the geometric model is stored in the
Entity relation, Tab. 2 (a). The Entity relation has three
attributes: Label: the unique label of the entity within
the database, which is assigned as the primary key.
Any attribute in other relations using the Label is des-
ignated a foreign key. This ensures every new entity
created in the database must exist in the Entity rela-
tion first. The Label attribute contains the unique tag
for an entity in the database. This is used instead
of internal CAD ids which will differ between sys-
tems and sometimes even between different sessions
in the same system. Having unique tags for enti-
ties enables new entities to be created independently
of the geometric model. Dim: the manifold dimen-
sion of each entity. Vertices = 0; edges = 1; faces = 2
and structural / fluid cells = 3. Identifier: contains a
Cartesian point lying within the boundary of a topo-
logical entity. The Identifier is the geometric position
of a vertex; mid-point of an edge; point lying on the
surface of a face; point inside a cell. Due to the nature
of the non-manifold model two entities of the same
dimension will never have the same Identifier. The
Identifier attribute stores the information required
to associate entities in the database to their equiva-
lent geometric entities in the CAD environment. This
allows geometry to be manipulated using information
in the database.

The topology of a model (which may be differ-
ent for different representations) is stored in the
Topology relation, Tab. 2 (b). The Topology relation
has three attributes which can completely define

the topological connectivity of a manifold or non-
manifold model: Entity: the Label of an entity in
the model which is bounded by another topological
entity. Bound Entity: specifies the label of an entity
that forms the boundary of the entity in the Entity
attribute. RelOr: stores the relative orientation of the
bound entity to the entity in the Entity attribute. The
relative orientation attribute of a face bounding a
region is positive if the underlying surface normal is
pointing out of the region. Tab. 2 (b) shows that the
common face (3) between two body cells is positive
relative to one body (1) and negative relative to the
other (2). An edge has a positive orientation relative
to a face if the direction of its underlying curve is
anticlockwise around the face when viewing from the
direction of its outward pointing face normal. A ver-
tex has a positive orientation relative to its edge if the
tangent of the underlying curve at the vertex points
out of the edge.

Tab. 2 (c) shows the Manifold relation, which is
used to link the non-manifold topology stored in the
database to its equivalent manifold representation.
The manifold representation can then be used by CAD
/ CAE packages which do not support non-manifold
topology. This relation stores the name attribute of
each topological entity and provides a convenient
method for linking the topology in the CAD envi-
ronment to its equivalent database entity. The name
attribute consists of the parent body joined with the
database label of each topological entity. An SQL
query automatically creates the name attribute for
each entity using the topology relation and database
label to ensure unique names are assigned. For the
example shown in Fig. 4 (a), the edge bounding one
body cell is assigned a single name attribute, CAS-
ING_2D2_4. However, non-manifold entities have mul-
tiple names assigned based upon their connectivity,
reflecting the fact they are equivalent to multiple
entities in the manifold model. The common face,
Fig. 4 (a), bounding two body cells is assigned two dif-
ferent name attributes, Tab. 2 (c), referring to each
bounded region.

Designating name attributes in the manner
described stores the link between manifold and non-
manifold representations, allowing interfaces to be
calculated for a non-manifold representation and
used within a manifold CAD / CAE environment.
For analysis this facilitates the transfer of boundary
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conditions across domains or the mapping of results
from one cell to another. The Manifold relation
enables manifold modelers to interact with the auto-
mated process described here.

3.2.2. Managing Virtual Topology

The concept of Virtual Topology was discussed in
Section 2.2. Decoupling the topology from the CAD
model allows it to be manipulated for analysis pur-
poses without affecting the geometry and topology
of the original CAD model. Virtual Topology is used
to define new cellular representations using subsets
and supersets of the existing decomposition. Virtual
Topology can be created by different CAE packages.
The results of the Virtual Topology created by the
package can be written to the database allowing other
CAE packages to access, and make use of this infor-
mation. The Virtual Topology relation, Tab. 3 (a) is
used to store the relationship between original host
entities and any new virtual entities. This relation
has two attributes: Entity: database Label of any new
virtual entity created due to a merge or split opera-
tion. Host Entity: database Label of the host entity on
which the virtual entity relies on.

Entity Host Entity

CASING CASING−2D2
CASING CASING−1D3

F5 F1
E7 E5
E7 E6

New Entity Original Entity

2D1−DR 2D1
2D1−15−DR 2D1−15
2D1−16−DR 2D1−16
2D1−30−DR 2D1−30

Tab. 3. Sample Relations: (a) Virtual Topology rela-
tion, (b) Equivalence relation.

Virtual subsets can be created to partition an exist-
ing model so that appropriate analysis attributes can
be applied. For example, the partial imprinted faces
in Fig. 3 (b) are stored as subsets of the original face,
linking the design and analysis representations. Vir-
tual subsets are created by inserting new bounding
entities into the description of a model, therefore
dividing an entity into a number of smaller entities.
Virtual supersets are created by ignoring the bound-
aries between adjacent entities to be merged with
the same manifold dimension. The process for cre-
ating virtual supersets is described using the example
shown in Fig. 4. Using the body names as the input to
pre-built SQL queries, all compatible lower bounding
topologies are automatically identified and merged,
creating the correct topology of the superset entity.
Therefore when created the new superset CASING =
CASING_2D2 ∪ CASING_1D3, the first step in the pro-
cess identifies the common boundary between the
two cells to be merged, red face Fig. 4 (a). This face
will not be part of the definition of the superset

cell but its bounding entities indicate other entities
which may also need to be ignored. Fig. 4 (b) shows
some of the bounding entities of the common bound-
ary, and the entities bounded by them may need to
be merged when defining the superset. Finding the
bounded edges of vertices V1 and V2 identifies pos-
sible edges to be merged, E3, E4, E5 and E6 Fig. 4 (c).
During the topology extraction phase all underlying
curve and surface types of each edge and face are
stored in a separate relation named Attribute. When
entities are being merged as a consequence of an
entity it bounds being used to create a superset, con-
sideration is given to entity compatibility. Edges are
only merged if their underlying curves are compatible
and continuity conditions are met. In this example,
edges E3 and E4 in Fig. 4 (c) are not merged as their
underlying curves are incompatible (circle and line).
However, edges E5 and E6 can be merged as both
underlying curves are lines and have parallel tan-
gents at their common vertex. The original entities
being merged E5 and E6 are stored in the Host Entity
attribute of the Virtual Topology relation with new
superset edge E7 being stored in the Entity attribute.

The same approach is used to find the faces to
be merged. Finding the bounded faces of common
bounding edges E1 and E2 identifies the faces to be
merged, Fig. 4 (b). Faces F1 and F2 can be merged
as they both have underlying planar surfaces. A new
superset face F5 is created in the Entity attribute of
the Virtual Topology relation with faces F1 and F2
stored in the Host Entity attribute. However, faces F3
and F4 are not compatible as their underlying sur-
face types (planar and torus) are different. Where it
is desirable to merge specific incompatible surface
and curve types the appropriate virtual entity can
be created in the database using a specific superset
operation on the entities.

Once all virtual entities have been successfully
identified and created, their bounding topologies are
automatically entered into the topology relation using
an SQL query on the Entity, Virtual Topology and
Topology relations. For example, superset face F5,
Fig. 4 (d), is bound by superset edge E7 instead of
its host entities. This creates the topology of the
new superset body, Fig. 4 (e), with all merged topolo-
gies forming the boundary. In this manner all body
cells with the same parent entity in the decomposed
model are automatically merged together, creating
the original un-decomposed design topology. A vir-
tual superset of original cells is created in the data
structure, with the decomposed cells stored as sub-
sets to remove any unnecessary partitions.

Multiple decompositions of a model can be stored
in the same database. Attributes assigned to indi-
vidual cells allow them to be identified as belonging
to different virtual supersets for different analysis
applications. For example, a virtual superset could be
created between the hole feature cell in Fig. 1 (b) and
its adjacent structural cell for an analysis of global
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Fig. 4: Superset of two bodies: (a) Subset cells with common face highlighted, (b) Bounding entities of common
face, (c) Possible edges to be merged, (d) Topology of merged face, (e) Superset body.

Fig. 5: Equivalencing cells: (a) Idealization of engine casing, (b) Thin-sheet region and mid-surface.

structural performance. Another superset could com-
bine the hole cell with the surrounding fluid domain
to analyze flow through the hole. Both representa-
tions can reside within the data structure.

Other types of virtual supersets can be created
to aid with the application of boundary conditions.
For example, by grouping the assembly of all struc-
tural cells into a virtual superset, the boundary faces
of the assembly can be identified as the faces which
only bound one structural cell. These boundary faces
form the definition of the new virtual superset. Find-
ing the common boundary between this superset
and an adjacent fluid cell indicates where a pressure
load is to be applied on the structural model from
the fluid.

3.2.3. Linking Equivalent Representations

Throughout a design cycle it is common to use
many different analysis models for different appli-
cations which all represent the same component.
Dimensionally reduced analysis models are used dur-
ing early stages of the design process where mul-
tiple iterations of a concept need to be analyzed
quickly. One example is when thin-sheet and long-
slender regions are represented by mid-surface and
beam idealizations respectively, Fig. 5 (a). Equivalent
relationships are stored in the Equivalence relation,
Tab. 3 (b), consisting of two attributes: New Entity:
the label of the idealized representation. For exam-
ple the mid-surface representation of the 3D thin-
sheet region shown in Fig. 5 (b). Original Entity: the
label of the original cell that has been dimensionally
reduced.

After the creation of an appropriate dimension-
ally reduced cell, equivalent relationships can be
automatically identified and created in the database
allowing information to flow between the detailed
and idealized models. For the example model the
type of dimensional reduction dictates the equivalent
relationships required to link the idealized entities
to their detailed representation. Due to having one
dimension collapsed a mid-surface idealization has
a difference in manifold dimension of one compared
to its equivalent 3D cell, Fig. 5 (b). Using this logic it
carries that mid-surfaces edges and vertices are equiv-
alent to faces and edges respectively in the body cell.

Equivalent relationships are identified by inter-
rogating the idealized entity and linking it to its
detailed counterpart using the information stored in
the database. The first step is to interrogate the mid-
surface representation Fig. 5 (b), to store its topology
in the database. Determining the equivalent relation-
ships of idealized entities with the lowest dimen-
sion (bounding vertices of the mid-surface) allows
the topology in the database to be used to identify
any remaining equivalent relationships. The equiva-
lent edge to an idealized vertex is identified because
its mid-point is coincident to the vertex. Idealized ver-
tices 2D2_15_DR and 2D2_16_DR are equivalent to
edges 2D2_15 and 2D2_16 respectively in Fig. 5 (b).
These equivalent relationships are stored in the Equiv-
alence relation with dimensionally reduced entities in
the New Entity attribute and the equivalent entity in
the Original Entity attribute, Tab. 3 (b).

Once all vertices bounding the mid-surface have
been identified their common bounded edges can be
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equivalenced using the topology information in the
database. The mid-surface edge bounded by two ide-
alized vertices is equivalent to the face bounded by
the edges equivalent to the idealized vertices. Fig. 5 (b)
shows idealized vertices 2D2_15_DR and 2D2_16_DR
are equivalent to edges 2D2_15 and 2D2_16. The face
bounded by these equivalent edges is 2D2_30. This
face is equivalent to the edge 2D2_30_DR bounded by
the two idealized vertices. Once all mid-surface edges
have been linked to their equivalent faces the mid-
surface can be related to its equivalent body cell. In
the case of idealization it is common for one idealized
entity to represent multiple entities in the detailed
model. In such cases orientation information is used
when establishing the equivalence to provide specific
links to the higher dimensional entities. For example,
in Fig. 5 (b) the top and bottom faces of thin-sheet
region 2D1 can be equivalenced to the different sides
of the mid-surface face by comparing face normals
at specific locations on each face. These relationships
allow boundary conditions or results to be trans-
ferred between representations. A similar approach
is used to identify the equivalent relationships of
any 1D or 0D idealizations. Mappings can be one to
many between idealized and non-idealized entities
i.e. the residual thin-sheet region faces linked to the
mid-surface face. In other idealizations an edge in a
1D idealization can be linked to multiple longitudinal
edges and faces in its detailed representation. These
links can be determined using simple SQL queries
to find any residual entities in the detailed repre-
sentation that are not equivalent to an idealized
entity.

In the prototype software SQL queries are used
to relate entities to one another based on geometric
position or topological relationships. Using the infor-
mation stored in the database along with pre-built
queries ensures the functionality is package indepen-
dent. This enables idealization tools to be used within
different environments and the resulting idealized
geometry to be related back to its detailed represen-
tation. Once these relationships have been defined
analysis attributes can be transferred between mod-
els at various levels of detail and dimensionality, with
idealized interfaces derived from 3D non-manifold
interfaces.

3.3. Transferring Analysis Attributes

In industry it is commonplace for structural and
fluid analyses to be performed by different engineers
using different analysis packages. It is essential to
be able to transfer analysis attributes between dif-
ferent packages and analysis models. Adjacencies in
the non-manifold cellular model represent interfaces
between different body cells. These interfaces are
used to automatically link multiple simulation models
with varying levels of detail and dimensionality.

The identification of interfaces through topolog-
ical adjacencies in the non-manifold cellular model
provides a robust mechanism for the application of
boundary conditions. Consider a pressure applied
between all structural cells and FLUID1 in Fig. 3 (a).
The non-manifold cellular model can return the
required interface between these cells and apply the
pressure automatically, even after changes to the
design model occur and the model topology changes.
This enables boundary conditions, loads etc. to be
applied automatically after design updates, elimi-
nating manual re-work of boundary conditions etc.
Calculated interfaces in the non-manifold cellular
model are used with Virtual Topology and equiva-
lencing information to link boundary conditions and
results between different representations and disci-
plines without loss of integrity. Using the calculated
fluid-structural interfaces fluid loads can be automati-
cally applied to structural body cells, or dimensionally
reduced cells, depending on the complexity of the
structural analysis to be carried out.

Sellgren [15] describes an interface as the interac-
tion between two mating faces, where the interface
characteristics are derived from the mated features.
In this work the simulation significance of each inter-
face can be derived from the analysis attributes
attached to its parent entity. The attributes attached
to interacting cells determine the type of boundary
conditions to be applied. Interfaces between cells in
the decomposed cellular model in Fig. 3 (a) are used
along with analysis attributes of the interacting cells
to automatically couple incompatible meshes. For
example, where a shell meshed region meets a solid
meshed region, MPCs can be created automatically.

It is essential to provide a way to track topo-
logical entities after geometric updates to success-
fully transfer analysis attributes between packages.
Tab. 1 shows that not all design and analysis tools
allow name attributes to be attached to topological
entities. For example, Parasolid allows attributes to
be attached to topological entities but it has been
identified in this work that it has difficulty track-
ing these after split operations. This is a problem
when progressing from a non-manifold to a manifold
model. A procedure has been developed which can
relate topological entities to their equivalent database
entities, regardless of the package. Identifying low-
est dimension topological entities first enables SQL
queries to be used to identify higher dimension enti-
ties based on the topological connectivity stored in
the database. This is similar to the method for iden-
tifying equivalent relationships. All vertices in the 3D
representation are linked to vertices in the database
by identifying coincident points within a specified
tolerance. This assumes that at the most basic level
all CAD / CAE packages should be able to return
the position of a vertex so that it can be compared
to the Identifiers of entities with a zero dimension
in the database. Once vertices have been identified
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common bounded queries are used to form the rela-
tionships between the remaining edges, faces and
their equivalent database entities. Geometric informa-
tion stored in the Attribute relation of the database
is used to identify edges with no bounding vertices.
Analysis attributes are related to database and body
entities. Therefore, once all topological entities in the
CAD / CAE environment have been related back to
their database entities, any analysis attributes can be
transferred to the geometric model.

The process described here allows multiple dif-
ferent packages to be utilized as part of a single
design process, giving access to the specialist tech-
nology in each, with all models robustly linked. For
example, one tool might be used to decompose design
geometry for meshing. Another might be used to
apply efficient meshing strategies to decomposed
cells based upon their geometric properties, Fig. 6 (b).
Based upon analysis requirements other packages
might be selected for their solving capability, but
using current tools these packages will only have
access to the mesh but not its associativity with the
geometry Fig. 6 (c).

Storing the Virtual Topology and equivalence rela-
tionships and all associations with mesh entities in
the database allows the mesh to be fully associated
with the original geometry, Fig. 6 (d). In this example
Abaqus has been used to automatically apply Virtual
Topology to create a fit for purpose mesh. Any vir-
tual entities are explicitly stored in the database along
with their host entities. This allows the mesh to be
transferred and related back to the original geometry
without having to recreate the Virtual Topology. Once
the mesh has been created there is no requirement
to recreate the Virtual Topology in other packages as
the mesh can be related back to the original host enti-
ties. Each element in a mesh is considered a subset
of the component being meshed. This creates a neu-
tral CAE mesh representation, allowing meshes to be
transferred between different packages, removing the
need to create the mesh from scratch in each pack-
age and allowing results on meshes to be transferred
between different packages.

Multiple design and analysis models can be linked
at a topological level regardless of the level of
fidelity. Relating analysis attributes (mesh entities,
loads, boundary conditions etc.) to topological enti-
ties in the analysis models creates the bi-directional
associativity essential for seamless CAD and CAE

interoperability. These associations can be used to
identify subsets of the design model for remesh-
ing or abstraction at a local instead of global
level, or for transferring results across domains for
multi-disciplinary analysis. During optimization many
design changes and topology updates may occur in
an automated fashion by maintaining strong links
between design and analysis models.

4. DISCUSSION

This paper has introduced a method for using a rela-
tional database to link design models to the various
analysis models used throughout the design evo-
lution. Storing topology at its lowest cellular level
enables fit for purpose analysis models to be derived
using Virtual Topology, equivalencing and calculated
interface information, with the ability to interrogate
and manipulate both the individual cells and com-
plete domain. The fact that many commercial pack-
ages do not contain non-manifold capabilities, Tab. 1,
does not restrict them from interacting with the
automated tools presented here.

Cellular Modeling requires the design space to
be divided into cells with different simulation sig-
nificance. Cells may represent structural or fluid
domains. Using existing tools the creation of fluid
domains is a manual operation involving complicated
Boolean union and subtraction operations. This coun-
teracts the automation of the processes described in
this work. In Section 3.1 it was described how the
design space was partitioned to automatically cre-
ate definitions of surrounding fluid domains. A fluid
analysis might require further simplification of these
fluid domains into cells with analysis significance
appropriate to the analysis being performed.

This technology could remove the need for direct
geometric editing when generating analysis models.
For example, storing decomposed cells as subsets of
an original body, with a definition of the splitting
surface would negate the need to actually split the
geometry. Mesh generation tools could use the infor-
mation in the database to create the desired mesh
based on Virtual Topology decisions made in another
package and apply appropriate loading and boundary
conditions. Updates in the CAD environment would
be required purely for visualization purposes and for
design updates.

Fig. 6: Mesh geometry associativity: (a) Original design geometry, (b) Efficient mesh on decomposed model,
(c) Orphan mesh, and (d) Efficient mesh fully associated with original geometry.
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Equivalencing information stored in the database
keeps track of dimensionally reduced idealizations,
allowing analysis models of different dimensional-
ity to be automatically generated. Cells may be used
for different applications in different analyses. For
example it may be that cells are considered bodies
for one stage of the design, but may be represented
as 0D masses and inertias in another analysis. This
work establishes and stores the link between these
different representations. Using interface informa-
tion in the cellular model and the information in
the database the desired bi-directional associativity
is created. Analysis attributes such as mesh, bound-
ary conditions, loading etc. can be transferred from
one domain to another. As all analysis attributes are
associated back to the design geometry these relation-
ships could even be used to influence simplification
procedures or update design geometry based on anal-
ysis results. The relationship between mesh entities
and topological entities could be used for optimiza-
tion routines where links between design and analysis
models are robustly defined.

The approach described in Section 3 illustrates
how this work can be used at any stage of the design
process. It has been demonstrated how a geome-
try decomposition tool can be integrated within the
process. However, other tools (e.g. defeaturing tools)
could be integrated just as easily by assigning rel-
evant attributes to cells in the cellular model. This
would allow multiple virtual supersets to be created
for different design applications i.e. different decom-
positions may be required for different load cases
where different features may be simplified depend-
ing on where low/high stress regions occur. Other
idealized analysis models like 2D axisymmetric, 2D
plane stress/strain or 3D symmetrical models could
be linked to their detailed representation using the
tools developed here. For example, the procedure for
linking a 2D axisymmetric model to its equivalent
representation is similar to that for a mid-surface,
where 2D axisymmetric edges are equivalent to 3D
faces. All of these simulation models can reside within
the one data structure, which maintains robust links
between all representations. Consider a multi-partner
project in which many different tools are utilized
across different domains. If one partner is tasked
with simplifying the geometry for analysis, another
partner can use the tools developed here to link the
abstracted geometry to the equivalent original design
geometry, allowing analysis attributes and results to
be transferred.

One important feature of this approach is to
maintain the relationship between the topology
in the database and its CAD model representa-
tion. Name attributes provide the most convenient
method for linking topology between CAD models
and the database. However, Tab. 1 shows that not
all packages allow name attributes to be applied to
lower-dimensional topological entities. In this work

lower-dimensional topological entities can be iden-
tified using their Identifier and generic SQL queries
to find common bounded entities. Thus, persistent
naming of low level entities effectively allows the
persistent naming of high level entities. The process
of tracking entities is simplified even further when
packages allow name attributes on a given body cell.
Transferring a model between different design and
simulation tools can compromise the integrity of a
model. Possible ambiguities may arise due to topo-
logical inconsistencies or loss of attributes attached
to geometric or topological entities. Tab. 1 shows the
Parasolid tolerance for geometry is 10−8 mm, com-
pared to that of Abaqus which is 10−6 mm. This
means that points considered different in Parasolid
may be coincident in Abaqus. Geometric inaccuracies
between systems are accounted for by applying tol-
erances within the data structure, which allows all
topological entities to be persistently named between
packages with different data structures. Whilst the
current solution can track entities between different
packages this work has to be extended to deal with
situations where new topological entities are intro-
duced during CAD model transfer. These entities may
be introduced due to different underling architec-
tures, with some packages introducing new vertices or
edges to split seamless edges and faces respectively.
Virtual Topology and equivalencing will be able to
represent such changes. For example, where one pack-
age splits a seamless edge into two edges, these new
edges can be stored as subsets of the original seam-
less edge. In other circumstances individual parts may
contain dirty geometry and CAD healing tools may
introduce new faces to fill voids in a model. An alter-
native way to identify entities would be to use the
Identifier of each entity to find its closest topological
entity. This would require geometric searching func-
tionality, which is only available in select packages.
The approach described here is independent of any
underlying package.

One issue not discussed in this paper is how sig-
nificant design modifications (changing topology /

adding new features) are reflected in downstream
simulation models. The same methodology used to
identify topological entities between different pack-
ages could be used to identify changes in a model. The
identification of new entities along with any redun-
dant entities would enable the database to be updated
using standard SQL queries. Design changes can be
linked to specific cells allowing simplification tools to
work at a local instead of global level, reducing the
time required to regenerate an analysis model after
design changes.

These tools can be used with assemblies consisting
of multiple components. Boundary conditions such as
contact conditions between interacting components
can be automatically identified and used to auto-
matically rebuild simulation models for assemblies.
However, the current tools are limited to dealing with
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assemblies consisting of clean interfaces between
adjacent volumes. These interfaces can be automati-
cally identified in the non-manifold cellular represen-
tation, allowing analysis models of various levels of
fidelity to be linked to one another. In reality, assem-
blies can contain slight misalignments, causing gaps
or overlaps [5]. It is believed tolerant modeling can
be used to identify these interfaces so they can be
stored in the database without any geometric mod-
ifications. These inaccuracies can occur due to CAD
model translation or even components being modeled
to tolerance instead of nominal dimensions. Issues
such as these can become major problems when deal-
ing with assemblies where different components may
come from different sources.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper procedures have been described which
make use of Cellular Modeling, Virtual Topology and
Equivalencing to integrate the different representa-
tions generated by and required for CAD and CAE. It
has been demonstrated how these technologies can
be combined to:

- Link detailed design models to simplified anal-
ysis models.

- Link multiple analysis models required for
different tasks within one data structure.

- Link design and analysis models between mul-
tiple CAD and CAE packages.

- Transfer analysis attributes between analy-
sis models at different levels of fidelity and
between different analysis packages.

Future work will demonstrate how the same pro-
cedures described in this paper can be used to
strengthen the bi-directional links required to:

- Reflect design modifications in downstream
simulations models.

- Robustly link models between different pack-
ages when new topological entities are
introduced due to different underlying data
structures or geometry clean-up procedures.

- Deal with the practical issues involved with
inconsistent interfaces in assembly models.
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